
 

Essay Writing: Maximize your Impact! 
 

1. Prepare!  Preparation is the most important step.   

a. Review the scholarship criteria and decide which scholarships you’re going to apply for 

and which essays you need to write.   

b. Read the essay prompt and instructions for each essay you plan to write.  It is helpful to 

write out each essay prompt for yourself. 

i. If you are applying for more than one scholarship that requires an essay, note 

the criteria for each.  Notice how the essay requirements are the same and how 

they are different so you utilize the most impactful content from your essay on 

each submission. 

c. Review scholarship criteria to really understand what the scholarship donors and 

reviewers are looking for in a recipient.  There is a finesse to this; you want to ensure 

that you’re sharing the most impactful information about yourself and really speaking 

directly to the donor or scholarship selection committee. 

i. Sometimes we forget that the scholarship criteria can inform our essay.  Utilize 

both the essay prompt and the scholarship criteria to inform your writing. 

d. Visualization can be very helpful in this process!  Visualize sitting in front of the donor of 

the scholarship and imagine them asking you questions (the essay criteria).  Answer 

them with vulnerability and honesty and you’ll have created the foundation of your 

essay. 

2. Create an outline in conjunction with the essay prompt and the scholarship criteria. 

a. Make a list of the criteria for the essay you are writing.  Clearly define each item 

requested within the prompt.  As noted above, note the criteria of the scholarship and 

the essay prompt. 

b. Outlines should be simple, brainstorming tools that allow you to get your thoughts out 

onto paper.  An outline is your foundation.  Note the most important things you want to 

have in your essay. 

c. Structure your outline with a standard essay format in mind:  

i. Paragraph 1: You want to have an introduction that catches the attention of the 

reader.  Then state the purpose of the essay. 

ii. Middle paragraph(s): This is the bulk of your essay.  This should contain the 

content that you want the reader to most heavily engage with. 



iii. Last paragraph: This is your closing.  State again why you are deserving of this 

scholarship and why you are most qualified to receive the money.  Think of this 

as your closing argument to help you win the case. 

d. The standard essay format creates structure for your paper and opportunities to lead 

your reader through the story of your triumphs, accomplishments, empowerment, and 

achievement. 

3. Write the body of your essay 

a. This is just like painting: if you did your prep work, this is the easy part.  Flush out your 

outline within the format of a standard essay. 

b. When you’re asking someone to sponsor your education, vulnerability and honesty will 

be your most impactful allies. 

4. Proofread!   

a. Proofread, sleep on it, and proof read again.  This is where you’ll notice those little 

grammatical errors that slipped by you on your first read and you’ll feel if any final edits 

need to be made to the content of your essay. 

b. Ensure your formatting is aligned with the essay requirements.  If the essay 

requirements do not mention formatting, utilize standard formatting: 

i. 12pt font 

ii. Proper paragraph formatting 

iii. Use Arial or Times New Roman or Calibri font, something professional 

c. Ensure your essay is in line with word count requirements or length requirements for 

the scholarship’s essay criteria. 

d. Ask a trusted human to proofread it for you.  Be clear with them what you’d like them to 

help with.  Do you want assistance with the content of your essay or are you just asking 

for a grammatical eye? 

5. Reading your essay aloud to yourself can be a helpful final step.  It is the final editing 

opportunity but it is also an opportunity to really support yourself in your essay process.    
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